26] All monkeys are small primates.  
All small primates are vegetarians.  
All vegetarians live in trees,  

Therefore, all monkeys live in trees.

27] My sister is married  
All married people are Strange.  
All Strange people eat bananas.  
If you eat bananas you are healthy.  

Therefore, no married people are not healthy.

28] The sun is shining.  
If we go out while the sun is shining, we will get burned.  
If we get burned, we will not be happy.  
If we are not happy, we will not smile  
Therefore if we go out, we will not smile.

29] Tomorrow is Monday.  
If we work on Monday, we get the weekends off.  
If we get the weekends off, we will be happy.  
If we are happy, we will smile  
Therefore, if we work on Monday we will be happy!
All digital cameras are battery-powered devices.
No battery-powered devices are self-sufficient appliances.
All self-sufficient appliances are not sometimes inefficient.
Inefficient devices are sometimes wasteful.

Therefore All battery-powered devices are sometimes wasteful!

No artists are robbers.
All robbers are thieves.
All thieves are crooks.
No crooks are ever good painters or musicians.

Therefore no robbers are good artists

Riddles often puzzle me.
No riddles interest me if they can be solved.
Nothing solveable ever puzzles me.

Therefore no solvable riddles ever puzzle me!

No goods in this shop, that have been bought and paid for, are still on sale;
None of the goods may be carried away, unless labeled "sold";
None of the goods are labeled "sold," unless they have been bought and paid for.

All of the goods not carried away are not sold.

Promise-breakers are untrustworthy.
Wine-drinkers are very communicative.
A man who keeps his promises is honest.
No teetotalers are untrustworthy;

Therefore, One can always trust a honest wine-drinker
35]

No kitten, that loves fish, is unusual.
No kitten without a tail will play with a gorilla.
Kittens with whiskers always love fish.
No unusual kitten has green eyes.
No kittens have tails unless they have whiskers.

Therefore, a kitten without a tail has no whiskers.

36]

None of the pictures here, except the oils, are valuable.
None of the unframed ones are finished.
All the oils are painted in vivid tones.
All those that have been sold are valuable.
All the framed ones are finished.

Therefore, All those in frames have been sold.

37]

Animals, that do not kick, are always boring.
Donkeys have no horns.
A bull can always stand still in a barn.
No animals that kick are easy to swallow.
No hornless animal can stand still in a barn.

All animals are excitable, except a bull!

38]

No one, who is going to a party, ever fails to fix his hair.
No one looks neat, if he is untidy.
Lazy people have no self-control.
Every one, who has brushed his hair, looks neat;
No one wears white kid gloves, unless he is going to a party.

Therefore, A man is always untidy, if he has no self-control!
All ducks in this village, that are named 'Betty,' belong to Mrs. Bond.
Ducks in this village never wear lace collars, unless they are named 'Betty.'
Mrs. Bond has no gray ducks in this village.

Therefore all gray ducks in the village are not named Betty!

Nobody, who really appreciates Beethoven, fails to keep silent while the Moonlight-Sonata is being played.
Guinea-pigs are hopelessly unaware of music.
No one, who is hopelessly unaware of music, ever keeps silent while the Moonlight-Sonata is being played.

Guinea-pigs cannot appreciate Beethoven.